
Stockton Camera Club

Pumpkin Patch
Class A Image of the Month - Richard Bullard

Sandhill Crane Tucked In
Class AAA Image of the Month - Dean Taylor

Hold on to Your Hat
Class AA Image of the Month - Christine Blue
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A Study in Geometry
Class A Print of the Month Wayne Carlson

Pier 7 
Class AAA Print of the Month - Doug Ridgway
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Graffiti Reflections 
Underneath the Freeway

Ed Richter

Hand in Hand on Pier 7
Trey Steinhart

Palace of Fine Arts
Elizabeth Parrish

Seeking the Light
Sharon McLemore

Ice and Mist 
at Yosemite Falls

Susanne Nichols

Pt Reyes Lighthouse
Stan Sogsti



Yosemite Mountains 
in the Cloudy Mist

Ed Richter

4

Palace Nymphenburg
Heide Stover

Solitude
Kris Borgen 

Ripe Cotton Swab Crop
Wayne Carlson

Smokey Mountains Magic
Sharon McLemore
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Monster in the Mist
Joanne Sogsti

Three Snow Geese Landing
Heide Stover

Moving Water in a Stream Bed
Susanne Nichols

Clouds Over Havana
Sharon McLemore

Egret getting on the Log
Ron Wetherell



Curly Larry and  Mo
Trey Steinhart

Day Is Done
Paul Chapman

The Altair Hi and Dry
Ed Richter

Delta Reflections
Joanne Sogsti

Sunset View through 
Construction Pipes

Susanne Nichols
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Chain Bridge
Richard Bullard

7

Series of 3

Horsetail Falls Last Light
Susanne Nichols

Heide Stover
Great Egret After Fish With Fish Swallowing Fish

I am not an alcoholic!!
Stan Sogsti
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Soccer Girls Playing Tough
Ed Richter

Immature Trumpeter Swan in Thermal Pool
Dean Taylor

Making Cigars
Sharon McLemore
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March Meeting Notes
Heide opened the meeting and introduced 3 new members. Welcome to Dawn, Matt and June! 

1. Heide announced that the next San Joaquin Valley Camera Club Council will be meeting on April 9th in Fresno. If you wish 
to enter any images, they are due March 31. If you want to enter any prints, and cannot go, she will take them down for you. 
Please contact her: h1stover@aol.com

2. Sharon said there will be a San Joaquin County Fair this year and you can enter your prints. The entry fee form is due May 
31 and the prints are due June 9. The 4 subject topics will be: Landscapes, People, Stills, and Animals. The maximum print size 
is 2 x 3 ft. The fair dates are from June 14 - 18th. Please contact Sharon for any further info: sfmsap@aol.com

3. Doug announced the next Light Room Workshop will be at the bowling alley on Saturday April 8 from 9am to 2pm. The cost 
is $5 for members to cover the room rental fee. Two videos will be shown in the morning and two in the afternoon. Please contact 
him for further info: doug_flyfisher@yahoo.com

4. Dean said that the State Theater in Modesto will be showing 2 movies on Sun. April 23. The movies are My Big Year 
Photographing Birds in the Central Valley. It is sponsored by the Stan. Wildlife Refuge, the Audubon Society, the Sierra Club 
and the Great Valley Museum. The second movie is a comedy about bird-watching called The Big Year (2011) with Steve Martin, 
Jack Black, and Owen Wilson. The admission is $10. Please contact Dean if you need further info: ditaylor49@aol.com

He also announced that there will be a full day workshop by the photographer Jeff Cable. The program will be from 9 - 4:30 pm 
and will cover shooting Sports, Night Scenes and Travel. It will be held at the San Leandro Library (300 Estudillo Av.) and is 
sponsored by the Yerba Buena Chapter of PSA.

5. A big Thank You goes to Doug for building a new light-box to show the prints for the competition each month.

Dean introduced the judge for this month who is Bill Clough. He was the former president of the Stockton Camera Club for 
several years. He and his wife started their own photo business which has grown very successfully over the past few years. Their 
business has covered multiple sporting events and many other special shoots. They are set to do 28 events in the next 30 days and 
continue to remain very busy. Bill is a great judge with a good sense of humor.

PRINT COMPETITION WINNERS FOR MARCH
CLASS A “A Study in Geometry” by Wayne Carson
CLASS AA “Going, Going, Gone” by Paul Chapman

CLASS AAA “Pier 7” by Doug Ridgway

DIGITAL COMPETITION WINNERS FOR MARCH

CLASS A “Pumpkin Patch” by Richard Bullard 
CLASS AA “Hold on to Your Hat” by Christine Blue

CLASS AAA “Sandhill Crane Tucked In” by Dean Taylor

Congratulations to all the winners!

Please remember there is no camera club meeting in April. The next Special Subject is “Movie Titles” for May.

Please let me know if there are any corrections or additions to the notes. Thanks, em 

mailto:h1stover%40aol.com?subject=
doug_flyfisher@yahoo.com
ditaylor49@aol.com


Adobe® Lightroom® CC 
Photo Editing: 

The Complete Guide
Saturday April 8

Ben Willmore

Starting on Saturday February 
11, the Stockton Camera Club will 
be showing a series of Lightroom 
videos by Ben Willmore. This 
was originally shown through 
CreativeLive over a 20 day 
period. Starting on the 11th, other 
dates and which videos to watch 
are to be determined if there is 
interest. We will show  at least 4 
of the videos with time between to 

discuss them. 

While it is not needed, bring a laptop with Lightroom 6/CC to follow along. Flash drives with Ben’s images 
will be handed out to load on to your computer.

Our next class will be held Saturday April  8, at the West Lane Bowl, 3900 N West Lane, Stockton, CA 
95204 and will start promptly at 9:00. Depending on interest, we should be through by 4:00.

Since we have to pay to use the room, there will be a $5 charge for members and $10 charge for non-
members, all is welcome, coffee will be provided. While reservations are not needed, please let me know if 
you will be attending at doug_flyfisher@yahoo.com.

Ben Wilmore’s Lightroom Class Video Downloads                 Duration

1. LIVE Workshop Overview and Lightroom ® Tour.            57:49 
2. LIVE Importing Images & Customizing Lightroom ®       1:25:04
3. Understanding Lightroom Catalogs and File Management       1:21:19
4. Transforming Raw Exposures into Polished Images        1:19:48 
5. Creating Finalized Files and Printing          1:10:22
6. Questions & Answers Part 1              36:45
7. Organizing Your Images and Managing Projects        1:04:09
8. Making Your Images Searchable with Keywords           50:54
9. Isolated Adjustments in Lightroom®          1:35:48
10. Reducing Noise, Sharpening and Correcting Distortion           46:13
11. Fine-tuning Tone, Color, Vignetting and Haze            49:07
12. Questions & Answers Part 2              57:10
13. Using Facial Recognition to Quickly Keyword People           23:59
14. Viewing Images on a Map              34:46
15. Adjustment Workflows for B&W, HDR and Panoramas          51:21
16. Organizing Your Keywords into Hierarchies            41:19
17. Skype Q&A               24:27
18. Showcasing Your Work with Slideshows & Books in Lightroom ®      1:08:31
19. How to Find Any Image in 5 Seconds or Less            46:30
20. Start-to-Finish Image Adjustment Examples            52:19
21. Useful Lightroom Plug-ins and Tips          1:04:51
22. Troubleshooting in Lightroom ®          1:15:59
23. How to Get Better at Lightroom ® Over Time... and you won’t believe what happens next!   1:20:47
24. Questions & Answers Part 3              37:51 
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SCC Officers 2017
President
Heide Stover
Email: h1stover@aol.com

Vice President Programs
Dean Taylor, 986-9848 
Email:  ditaylor49@aol.com

Vice President Competition
Sharon McLemore, 401-0192 
Email:  sfmsap@aol.com

Secretary
Em McLaren, 823-7287
emmclaren@comcast.net

Treasurer
Susanne Nichols
Email: 66susnic@gmail.com
Committee Chairs

Hospitality Chairperson
Paul Chapman
Email: uscgchappy@yahoo.com

Print Competition Chairperson 
Trey Steinhart 471-8438
Email: Steinhart4@sbcglobal.net 

Refreshments Chairperson 
Sheldon McCormick 931-0461
Email:smccormick11@hotmail.com

Shutter Tripper/Educational 
Doug Ridgway 617-7050
Email: doug_flyfisher@yahoo.com

Web Master
Janelle DeRuosi, 838-1881
Email: jderuosiphotography@gmail.com
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President’s Message
April 2017

By Heide Stover
All the rain and flooding has put a damper on getting out and photographing, at least 
for me. I love the rain and enjoy going out to get rain shots but we had some major 
stuff that was not fun to go out in! It looks like the rain is letting up again now so it 
might be fun to get out and see what kind of aftermath shots you can get. Water is still 
high in places and could make for some interesting shots.

We had a wonderful judge at our last meeting. He had some good comments to make 
about the prints and images. I hope the rest of you enjoyed him as much I did. He was 
fast too!!! I can’t remember the last time a meeting ended that early!

Happy Shooting everyone! I look forward to seeing you all at the March meeting!

Heide

219 E Weber Ave 
(Across From The Court House)

Stockton, CA 95202-2706
Phone: 209-464-2299/Fax: 209-464-9229

www.ulmerphoto.com
Email: Ulmerphoto@aol.com

A Big Thank You to Our Sponsors!

RedRiverPaper Trey Ratcliff

mailto:h1stover%40aol.com?subject=
mailto:%20Sfmsap%40aol.com%20%0D?subject=
mailto:%20Sfmsap%40aol.com%20%0D?subject=
mailto:sfmsap%40aol.com%0D?subject=
mailto:emmclaren%40comcast.net?subject=
mailto:66susnic%40gmail.com?subject=
mailto:uscgchappy%40yahoo.com?subject=
mailto:Steinhart4%40sbcglobal.net?subject=
mailto:sfmsap%40aol.com?subject=
smccormick11@Hotmail.com
doug_flyfisher@yahoo.com
http://ulmerphoto.com/
mailto:Ulmerphoto%40aol.com?subject=
http://www.redrivercatalog.com/browse/index.htm
https://store.stuckincustoms.com/


Topaz Labs

breakthrough.photography

For a 15% discount go to 
Topaz Labs and apply the code, 
SCCC15TOPAZ, at checkout
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CreativeLive empowers you to unleash 
your potential by bringing the world’s 
greatest experts directly to you, live. 
Featuring workshops in photography, 
video, design, business, audio, music, 
and software training, CreativeLive 
unlocks previously closed doors by 
making dynamic education accessible 
to everyone.

Anyone can watch our live online 
workshops — for free — and interact 
with instructors in real time. The 
future of education is interactive, free, 
and live now. Join us.

www.creativelive.com

http://www.topazlabs.com/store
https://www.topazlabs.com/store
http://breakthrough.photography/
https://www.topazlabs.com/store
https://www.creativelive.com/catalog/all


A. GENERAL RULES
1. Only paid-up members may enter club competition. 
2. Regular print and digital image competition period: Once 
each month except January. A competition year is February 
through December. Current regular meetings are February, 
March, May, July, September, October and December. The 
number of meetings may change from time to time at the 
discretion of the Board of Directors and approval of the 
general membership as facilities permit. The Annual Awards 
Dinner will be held in January.
3. A total of four (4) images (all prints, all digital or a 
combination of both) may be entered each competition 
month. A total of three (3) images may be entered in the Open 
Division and a total of one (1) in the Special Subject Division. 
The number of entries may change from time to time at the 
discretion of the Board of Directors and the approval of the 
general membership. 
4. Each image will be scored from 6 to 10 points. All prints 
or digital images receiving 9 or 10 points will be classed as an 
honor image. The title of each print or digital image entered 
will be read before being evaluated. The name of the maker 
will be read for 9-point honor winners. Maker’s names will be 
announced for the 10 point images after the Print & Digital 
Image-of-the-Month winners are chosen. 
5. A print or digital image that does not receive an honor score, 
may be re-entered one more time in the same division. 
6. A print or digital image may be entered in all divisions for 
which it qualifies; i.e., an honor image in Open may also be 
entered in the Special Subject Division at another competition. 
A print or digital image that receives an honor score may not 
be re-entered in the same division.
7. Any print or digital image that appears to be ineligible for 
competition or not qualified for a specific division could expect 
to be challenged. The Competition Vice-President shall decide 
whether or not the image is acceptable.
8. The exhibitor must have exposed each negative, slide or 
digital image entered. All images submitted for judging must 
be the work of the photographer/maker including the taking of 
the images and any digital enhancements and/or manipulation 
of the image. This does not apply to the processing of film or 
printing by a commercial processor.
9. The same image should not be entered both as a print and a 
projected digital image in the same competition.
10. In the event of absence or barring unforeseen circumstances, 
a member may submit make-up prints or digital images for 
one competition night per competition year; and whenever 
possible must submit all make-up prints or digital images at 
the meeting immediately following the month a member failed 
or was unable to submit the prints or digital images. Make-ups 
in the Special Subject Division must be the same subject as the 
month missed. Also, in case of absence a member may assign 
the responsibility of submitting his or her prints and/or digital 
images for competition to another member.
11. A club member who serves as judge cannot enter his or 
her own prints or digital images in the same competition. The 
judge’s make-up prints or digital images can then be entered 
in another competition during that competition year. This 
is in addition to the once-a-year make-up provision already 
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2017 Competition Policy

allowed.
12. Prints or digital images may be projected/viewed briefly 
before the judging of each division if the judge indicates he/she 
would like a preview.

B. PRINT ENTRY RULES
1. Each print entered must have a completed label attached 
to the back of the print including; name of maker, title, date 
entered and Division (Open or Special Subject). The writing or 
printing on the form must be legible. Labels must be attached 
on the back of the print in the upper left-hand corner for 
correct viewing of the print.
2. All prints must be matted or mounted with a total size 
(including mat board) of no larger than 18” X 24” and no 
smaller than 8” X 10”. Exception: One side of a Panorama 
Print may be no larger than 36”. Prints that are smaller than 
5” X 7” will not be accepted. The maker’s name must not 
appear on the viewing surface of the image. Framed prints 
shall not be entered.
3. Prints accompanied by entry forms should be submitted no 
later than 15 minutes prior to the start of the regular monthly 
meeting.
4. Prints receiving a score of 10 points, in each class, will be 
regrouped and judged for selection for the Print-of-the-Month 
honors. Print-of-the-Month honors will be given in Class A, 
AA & AAA. 
C. DIGITAL IMAGE ENTRY RULES
1. Digital images must be submitted in a format and by the 
deadline specified by the Competition Vice-President. Digital 
images may be submitted by email, mailed (CD) or delivered 
(CD) to the Competition Vice-President. Definition of Digital 
Image: An image taken with a digital camera, a negative, slide 
or print scanned into the computer and processed digitally.
2. Images must be in a format compatible with the projector. 
The key thing to keep in mind when formatting photos for 
submission is that the projector we use in the competition has 
a (maximum) resolution of 1400 x 1050 pixels. This means that 
any photo that exceeds this size in either dimension, could end-
up being cropped by the projector. In other words: the image 
width cannot be more than 1400 pixels and the image height 
cannot be more than 1050 pixels. If your image is horizontal, 
only change the width to 1400, if your image is vertical, only 
change the height to 1050. Do not change both. Down-sizing 
the image from the “native” resolution coming out of your 
camera also significantly reduces the file size. This helps when 
emailing the files and takes-up less space on our hard-drives.
3. The maker’s name, title of image, date entered and division 
(Open or Special Subject) must be included as the title of the 
image. When you have finished re-sizing your image save your 
image with a new title. For example do a Save as: Smith_
Sunrise Splendor_05-15_O.jpeg. (O-Open or SS-Special 
Subject). Specify whether you’re Beginner, Advanced or Very 
Advanced.
4. Digital Images receiving a score of 10 points, in each class, 
will be regrouped and judged for selection for the Digital 
Image-of-the-Month honors. Digital Image-of-the-Month 
honors will be given in Class A, AA & AAA.
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Stockton Camera Club
March 2017 Competition Standings

This month’s judge, Bill Clough, view 75 images with an average of 9.37  He awarded 39 tens.  The following received 
image of the month honors.

Congratulations to all the winners!!!
Digital Image of the Month Class A – Pumpkin Patch by Richard Bullard

Digital Image of the Month Class AA – Hold on to Your Hat by Christine Blue
Digital Image of the Month Class AAA – Sandhill Tucked In by Dean Taylor

Print of the Month Class A – A Study in Geometry by Wayne Carlson
Print of the Month Class AA – Going, Going, Gone by Paul Chapman

Print of the Month Class AAA – Pier 7, San Francisco by Doug Ridgway

Please check out the website, http://www.stockton-cameraclub.com/home.html
March 2017- Class A TOTAL OPEN SUBJECT FEB MAR MAY JUNE JULY SEPT OCT NOV DEC

Richard Bullard 74 56 18 37 37 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Wayne Carlson 71 52 19 33 38 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Lanny Brown 27 27 0 27 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Dawn Bassnett 16 8 8 0 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Ron Wetheral 10 10 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

March 2017 - Class AA TOTAL OPEN  SS FEB MAR MAY JUNE JULY SEPT OCT NOV DEC
Kris Borgen 75 56 19 37 38 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Christine Blue 74 56 18 37 37 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Paul Chapman 73 55 18 37 36 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Gary Brown 72 54 18 35 37 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Elizabeth Parrish 72 54 18 36 36 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Sheldon McCormick 70 51 19 36 34 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

March 2017 - Class AAA TOTAL OPEN SUBJECT FEB MAR MAY JUNE JULY SEPT OCT NOV DEC
Trey Steinhart 79 60 19 40 39 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Susanne Nichols 78 69 9 38 40 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Heide Stover 78 58 20 39 39 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Ed Ricter 78 58 20 38 40 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Sharon McLemore 77 57 20 37 40 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Doug Ridgway 77 58 19 37 40 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Dean Taylor 77 57 20 39 38 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Joanne Sogsti 76 57 19 39 37 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Stan Sogsti 74 54 20 36 38 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Em McLaren 67 51 16 34 33 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

http://www.stockton-cameraclub.com/home.htmlhttp://
http://www.stockton-cameraclub.com/home.htmlhttp://
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2017 Calendar of Events
Every 3rd Thursday

(Except April, June & 
Aug) 6:30 PM

West Lane Bowling Alley
Stockton

Membership Meeting
Contact Heide Stover

h1stover@aol.com

Friday
March 31

http://www.sjvccc.org/competition/digi-
tal-slide-submission/

April Digital Submission
SJVCCC

Saturday
April 8

West Lane Bowling Alley
Stockton

Ben Wilmore’s Lightroom Videos
9:00 - 4:00 (?)

Sunday
April 9

Ramada Inn
324 East Shaw, Fresno, CA

April  
 SJVCC Meeting

Friday
April 28

http://www.sjvccc.org/competition/digi-
tal-slide-submission/

May Digital Submission
SJVCCC

Sunday
May 7

Ramada Inn
324 East Shaw, Fresno, CA

May  
 SJVCC Meeting

Thursday
May 18

West Lane Bowling Alley
Stockton

May General Meeting
Special Subject - Movie Titles

Thursday
June 15

West Lane Bowling Alley
Stockton

June General Meeting
Prints only with no special subject

Thursday
July 20

West Lane Bowling Alley
Stockton

July General Meeting
Special Subject - Action/Sports

August
2017 To Be Assigned Annual Potluck

Thursday
September 21

West Lane Bowling Alley
Stockton

September General Meeting
Special Subject - Environmental Trash

Thursday
October 19

West Lane Bowling Alley
Stockton

October General Meeting
Special Subject - Black and White

Thursday
November 16

West Lane Bowling Alley
Stockton

November General Meeting
Prints only with no special subject

Thursday
December 21

West Lane Bowling Alley
Stockton

December General Meeting
Special Subject - Roadscapes (Like Landscapes)

http://
http://www.sjvccc.org/competition/digital-slide-submission/
http://www.sjvccc.org/competition/digital-slide-submission/
http://www.sjvccc.org/competition/digital-slide-submission/
http://www.sjvccc.org/competition/digital-slide-submission/
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Shooting The Stars, Part 1: The Night Sky
by Ron Risman

Ever since I can remember I have had a fascination with the night sky. As 
a young child I would stare up at the stars while on summer vacation and 
when my daughter was old enough I would take her out during meteor 
showers to see how many shooting stars we could count. 
For me, night sky photography is what photography is all about – that is 
the ability to capture something in a way that most have never seen with 
their own eyes. It makes the photographs more compelling and exciting. 
While many astro- photographers focus on the night sky using telescopes 
and telephoto lenses with trackers, I gravitate more toward landscape 
astrophotography, using our landscapes here on earth as the foreground 
to the night sky. I feel that it helps to show context of location, along with 
the quality of the sky at that location. I try to use interesting foreground 
that will help to balance or compliment the sky above. Foregrounds can 
be anything interesting such as farm land, light houses, mountains, red 
rock spires or arches, lakes, rivers, tractors, trains, and more.

What’s great about night sky photography is that you likely already 
have the gear you need to start capturing the sky. This 3-part article will 
help you learn what you’ll need to know in order to make some great 
photographs.

Starting Out: Equipment
Here is a quick summary of the recommended gear followed by an 
explanation of why I recommend them. With nothing more than 
a digital SLR or Mirrorless camera, a wide-angle lens, and a solid 
tripod you can begin to capture the night sky.

• A Digital SLR or Mirrorless Camera System
• A 24mm (or wider) lens for a full-frame camera or its   
equivalent depending on the size of your camera sensor, with a 
maximum aperture of F/2.8 or faster
• A sturdy Aluminum or Carbon Fiber Tripod
• An optional Wired or Wireless Timer Remote – or you can 
also use the camera’s built-in self timer. 
A Digital SLR or Mirrorless Camera System 
While there are a few point and shoot cameras (cameras with 
built-in lenses) that have the ability to capture night-sky images, 
you’ll be better served with a DSLR or Mirrorless camera since 
they offer larger sensors with larger pixels. Larger pixels help 
reduce noise at higher ISO settings and larger camera bodies help 
to dissipate heat generated by the sensor during long exposures 
which can produce white or colored “hot” pixels in the image.

Earth and Sky. Upper Mad River, Thornton, NH. 
© Ron Risman

Sony A7R II Mirrorless Full Frame Camera.
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A Wide Angle Lens 
A wide angle lens is important for two reasons. It allows the camera to capture a 
wider expanse of the sky, and the wider field-of-view (FOV) helps to reduce motion 
blur caused by the movement of the stars during the exposure time which may be 
as long as 20 or 30 seconds (more on that later).
A good wide angle lens should have a focal length (or equivalent) of 24mm or wider. 
If your camera features a FULL FRAME sensor (meaning it’s the same size as 
35mm film) then a 24mm lens provides a true 24mm focal length.

However, if your camera uses a smaller sensor such as APS-C or Micro Four-Thirds, 
you’ll need to look for a lens that offers an even wider focal length. For example, a 
10mm lens on a Canon Rebel would provide a 16mm focal length equivalent, while 
the same lens on a Micro Four-Thirds camera would be equivalent to a 20mm lens.

 

An F/2.8 or Larger Aperture Lens 
An F/2.8 or larger aperture lens will yield the best results.
A lens with a large maximum aperture (such as f/2.8) will allow more light through 
than a lens with a smaller maximum aperture (such as F/4.0). Since the stars are a 
very dim light source we need to make the camera as light sensitive as possible in 
order to get the best results.

There are three ways to help the camera “see” more light: 1. Using a lens with a 
wider lens aperture, 2. Using a higher ISO setting in the camera, and 3. Setting the 
camera for a longer exposure time. Each of these factors is equally important. For 
astrophotography I recommend wide-angle lenses with F/2.8 or faster (F/2.0, F/1.8 
or F/1.4) maximum apertures.
Tripods
 

Manfrotto BeFree Carbon Fiber Tripod
You do not have to spend a lot of money; somewhere in the $70-$200 range will get 
you a tripod that should work very well. I recommend using tripods that feature a 
ball head instead of a video head.
Ball heads make it easy to level your camera without having to adjust the length 
of the individual legs of the tripod. A video head will work, you’ll just have to play 
around with leg lengths to level your camera.
Stay away from cheap tripods that have a crank to raise or lower the center column. 
Get yourself a solid Aluminum or Carbon Fiber tripod that has decent height 
without having to raise the center column.
You never want to shoot night sky photos with the center column raised, as it will 
vibrate your camera during the exposure from any movement around it such as 
people walking, cars, wind, and so on.

Tamron 15-30mm F/2.8 Di VC Lens
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Wired or Wireless Remote (Trigger)
A wireless trigger provides a way to trigger your camera without having to physically touch it. Touching the camera during a 
longer exposure can cause the camera to vibrate for a few seconds before settling down. This can cause blur in your images. Also 
some cameras cannot shoot long exposures and many remote triggers and intervalometers (discussed later) will allow the shutter 
to stay open for specified amounts of time.

Finding a Dark Sky Location 
If you live near a major city you’re not going to have any success 
capturing the night sky; the light pollution will wash out any 
attempt. Remember the high ISO and long shutter speeds of 20-30 
seconds you’ll be using? These settings are designed to flood the 
camera sensor with as much light as possible– from the sky itself. 
Any ambient light from the ground will throw way too much light 
onto the sensor, thus washing out your attempts.

I teach night-sky workshops in Moab, Utah, because of the very 
dark skies. But you don’t need to travel to southern Utah to capture 
spectacular night sky photographs. Just drive 60–90 minutes away 
from the brightest, largest towns in your area making sure you 
don’t go in a direction that gets you close to another bright town.

The darker the sky, the more stars you’ll see, but you don’t 
need total darkness to still have a decent viewing and shooting 
experience.

I use the website Dark Site Finder (see RESOURCES for Link) to find locations that will give me the best results. When looking 
at the map, find the closest location to you that is overlaid with the colors Yellow, Green, Blue, or Dark Gray. Dark Gray and 
Blue areas have the darkest skies, but you can still get some nice shots in areas that are highlighted in Green or even Yellow.

You Don’t Have to Wait for a New Moon 
As important as it is to get away from city lights, it is also important 
to shoot when there’s little or no moon light. Most photographers 
wait for the new moon, a time when the moon is not reflecting 
any light back from the Sun. Officially, a new moon occurs on a 
particular day of the month and the day changes each month.

In reality, you can find moonless skies for almost 11 days a month 
if you plan well. For example, in March 2017, the New Moon falls 
on the 27th of the month, yet if you head out to shoot on March 
20th you’ll find that the moon doesn’t rise until 12:48 am on the 
21st of March, so essentially you have a moonless sky for about 5 
½ hours.

On March 31st the crescent moon only has 12.94% illumination, 
which can help to illuminate your foreground, but if you want no 
moonlight, just wait for it to set at 10:33 pm and you’ll have until 
3:52 am to capture the night sky in all its glory. 
Astronomical Dusk and Dawn 
Astronomical dawn is when the sky starts to brighten in the early 
morning. In about 30 minutes it turns into nautical dawn and then 
30 minutes later– sunrise. Just because the sun sets at 4:52 pm 
doesn’t mean you can start shooting the night sky. You’ll want to 
wait until the center of the sun is between 12 and 18 degrees below 
the horizon. This is known as astronomical dusk (or dawn), and it 
is at this point when the sky glow from the setting sun has all but 
disappeared.

U.S. Map from Dark Site Finder 
(see Resources section for link). 

Light on the mountain provided by a setting crescent moon 
in the western sky. © Ron Risman

Dawn on the seacoast of New Hampshire. © Ron Risman
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Where’s the Milky Way?  

It is estimated that the Milky Way contains at least 100 billion 
stars and 100 billion planets making it a great target for astro- 
photography. Before I started photographing the night sky I 
assumed that if you looked up while under a really dark sky you’d 
always be able to see the Milky Way. I did not realize that it could 
only be viewed at certain times.

In the Northern Hemisphere the galactic center of the Milky Way 
(the area with the tightest cluster of stars) is only viewable from 
around late winter through fall. In early winter all we’re left with 
is its weaker section. 
In late winter and early spring the galactic center of the Milky 
Way rises in the east- southeast and slowly moves toward the 
south as it rises. In the fall, the galactic center of the Milky Way 
has already risen before sunset, so you’ll want to aim toward the 
south-southwest to capture it.

There are plenty of mobile apps that will let you know where and 
when the Milky Way will rise just by entering a date and location. 
The apps I use are PhotoPills, Sky Guide, and Star Walk. If you 
prefer to use your desktop or laptop computer then check out a 
free web app called The Photographer’s Ephemeris or Stellarium 
(see RESOURCES for link).

Shooting The Stars, Part 2: Techniques
By Ron Risman

Let’s Get Ready to Shoot:
In Part 1 of this article, I gave you an understanding of where and 
when to capture the night sky. Now let’s discuss HOW to do it.

Since starlight is very dim, we need to set up our camera so that it 
can see in the dark. This is done by using a “fast” lens and through 
proper camera settings.

For best results, set your camera’s capture mode to RAW. This will 
give you the widest dynamic range and quality, and will allow you 
to bring out the most detail in post production. If you use JPEG, 
set your camera to RAW+JPEG and record both so that you’ll 
have a RAW file to work with should you eventually want to use 
advanced post-production techniques. 

Large Aperture
A lens with a large maximum aperture helps to let as much light through as possible, and when shooting the night sky we 
want to set the aperture of the lens to its largest opening (if you’re using an F/2.8 lens, then set the aperture to F/2.8). With the 
aperture opened as wide as it can go we now need to adjust two settings on the camera: 1. The shutter duration which controls 
the exposure time, and 2. The ISO setting, which controls the sensitivity of the sensor to light.

Milky Way Rises after sunset in the Spring and Summer. 
© Ron Risman

The Milky Way visible in the Southwest in the Fall. 
© Ron Risman

Mesa Arch and Mars. © Ron Risman
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Shutter Speed / Duration
Digital SLR cameras feature a mechanical shutter or “curtain” 
that opens and closes based on the speed you choose and ultimately 
determines how long the image sensor will be exposed to the light 
coming in through the lens. 
When shooting the night sky we’ll be using very slow shutter 
speeds, with durations between 20 and 30 seconds. Because the 
sensor will be exposed for a long duration, it is important to 
make sure that when framing the night sky you don’t have any 
bright lights around the area you’ll be shooting. Street lights, 
car headlights, and even a half moon are too bright for a slow 
exposure, and may ruin your attempt at capturing the night sky.

In dark sky locations, a 20-30 second shutter speed won’t let in 
enough light to capture the stars without help from the camera’s 
ISO setting. So, why not let in more light by keeping the shutter 
open longer? Well, because there is a trade off. Since the earth is 
constantly rotating, the stars in the sky are also constantly moving 

across our field of view. If we select an exposure value that’s too long, the stars will leave trails behind them. My primary goal 
for night photography is usually to have pinpoint-sharp stars but you can also get some striking images of star trails as I will 
describe in Part 3.

ISO Sensitivity
The higher you set the ISO value, the more light-sensitive the sensor becomes along with an increase in noise or “grain.” Despite 
some noise at higher ISO settings, today’s digital cameras are still quite amazing. In fact, some newer models set to ISO 3200 
produce less noise than older cameras shooting at ISO 640. Not only have cameras become cleaner at higher ISO settings, 
software tools such as Adobe Lightroom allow you to clean up images even further.

Keep in mind that all cameras have a sweet spot, and just because the camera claims its ISO can reach 52,000 or 102,400 does 
not mean the image will look good at those settings. It’s best to test your camera to see what maximum ISO setting is acceptable 
to you. I do this by keeping the lens cap on and setting the camera to a 1-second exposure. Then I step through the different ISO 
settings, starting at around 1250 and ending at the maximum. Finally, I bring these test images into Lightroom and apply a small 
amount of noise reduction to each, looking for the highest ISO setting that shows minimal noise levels. That, then, becomes my 
ISO limit for that particular camera when shooting the night sky.

Long Exposure Noise Reduction
This feature can be found in your camera’s menu and when activated will 
help to greatly reduce hot pixels in your long exposures. Hot pixels are colored 
or white pixels that show up randomly on your image and are caused by the 
sensor heating up during long exposures. Warm weather during summer 
months also contributes to the problem.

While the feature works well I usually do not recommend using it unless you 
have a lot of free time. This is because it works by taking a second “black 
frame” exposure using the same exposure time as the previous image. If you 
waited 30 seconds for your night sky shot, the camera will then proceed to 
take another 30 second exposure while it captures a “dark” or black frame. 
So instead of waiting 30 seconds, you’re now waiting 60 seconds. Do this for 
each image and it starts to hinder your creativity and spontaneity when out 
shooting.

 

Hot pixels are caused by long exposure times 
and sensor heat build-up.
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Long Exposure Noise Reduction works by comparing the noise in the dark 
frame to the noise in your previous image and removes hot pixels using a 
technique called Dark Frame Subtraction.
Some photographers will manually take a dark frame (with lens cap on) 
at the end of the night and will use that frame in Photoshop to do dark 
frame subtraction manually. The benefit of using this “manual” method is 
that you don’t have to double your exposure time for each image you take 
throughout the night. If you want more detailed information (along with 
tutorials) Google “Dark Frame Subtraction.”

Focus
When shooting the night sky, focusing becomes a challenge since your 
camera’s autofocus will have nothing to lock on to and will likely just keep 
searching for a focus point. Manual focus will solve this problem. If you 
haven’t used manual focus before, don’t worry– it’s as easy as turning on 
your camera’s Live View mode, and rotating the focus ring until the subject 
looks sharp on the LCD monitor.

A trick to focusing on the night sky is to aim the camera at whatever the 
brightest star is at that time (or a light on the distant horizon), use the Live 
View “magnify” button to make the bright star fill more of your screen, and 
then turn the focus ring until the star looks sharp (showing the smallest 
point of light). Now you can re-compose your shot, being careful not to touch 
the focus ring.

NOTE: You may also want to turn on your camera’s Exposure Simulation 
mode, which makes it easier to view low-light scenarios on the camera’s LCD display.

White Balance
When shooting in RAW mode, the white balance can actually be set later in Lightroom or Adobe Camera RAW, but for shooting 
purposes I like to be able to see what my images will look like when properly white balanced, so for the night sky I usually set 
the white balance manually to somewhere between 3800 and 4200 degrees Kelvin, depending on the amount of light pollution. 
I’ll make my final decisions about white balance during post-production.

Setting Up Your Shot
Shooting the sky without anything else in the frame tends to be boring so try to include something in the foreground. Photographs 
with layers (foreground, middle layer, and sky as your background layer) tend to be more interesting than an image without. 

If you arrive to an unfamiliar location and it’s already dark out, 
it will be difficult to see what your camera is seeing. This makes 
it tedious to compose your picture as you have to take a picture, 
wait 20-30 seconds, preview the image and then re-adjust over and 
over again until you get the scene looking the way you’d like it to. 
Here’s a trick I use that saves me a lot of time when composing 
my shot.

After I manually set focus on a bright star in the sky, I’ll adjust 
my ISO setting as high as it can go. This makes the sensor super 
light sensitive and allows me to use a much faster shutter speed 
of 1-2 seconds while I’m trying to compose my picture. Once I’m 
satisfied, I’ll lock my tripod head and am ready to go. Waiting a 
couple of seconds between pictures is much faster than waiting the 
full 20-30 seconds. NOTE: Remember to change back your shutter 
speed and ISO settings to where they originally were set.

Hot pixels can be removed by using Dark Noise 
Subtraction techniques.

Good composition can make or break your shot. 
Composite image of meteor showers in the night sky at 

The Balsams Hotel in Dixville Notch, NH. © Ron Risman



Lighting Your Foreground
If you’re trying to incorporate foreground elements into your 
night sky photography you’ll find that the foreground gets pretty 
dark when shooting with no moonlight. To counter this I use very 
dim LED lights to throw a dim glow of light onto my foreground 
subject. 
When lighting your foreground you’re trying to match the 
luminance level of the stars, so you need very little light. While 
your eyes may barely see the light hitting your subject, your 
camera – thanks to its high sensitivity and settings – will bring out 
the brightness during the exposure. 

OxyLED rechargeable light
I keep a few OxyLED rechargeable lights ($15 at Amazon) in my camera bag. I can place them outside of the composition – on 
the ground, on rocks, hung from a tree branch or light stand, and I always use them on their dimmest setting.

I’ve also made a tungsten gel by purchasing a 48” Amber tube guard ($5 at Amazon) and then cutting it to fit the light. There’s 
enough length to make 4 light covers. The amber gel helps turn the LED light to a warmer color, which is perfect when capturing 
red rocks of the southwest. You can also purchase these tube guards in other colors such as green, red, and blue– fun for lighting 
the insides of cars, buses, trains, and more.

Shooting The Stars, Part 3: Post Production 
By Ron Risman

Finishing Your Image
As good as your image may look straight out of the camera, it’s 
really not finished yet. Since I shoot using RAW, the image is 
captured with a very flat profile. It lacks contrast and sharpness 
and can easily be brought up to wow status using Adobe Camera 
Raw (ACR), Adobe Lightroom, or other image processing 
packages.

Once you import your images into Lightroom or ACR select one 
of your images and jump into the “Develop” module of Lightroom 
by hitting “D” on the keyboard. The first setting I adjust in the 
Develop module is located under the “Lens Correction” tab on 
the right-hand panel. In the Profile section I turn on “Remove 
Chromatic Aberration” and “Enable Profile Corrections”. These 
two check boxes will read the lens data from the image file and 
will correct for any vignetting (color fringing or light fall-off in the 
corners) that may be present. 
After turning on these two check boxes I’ll then start back at 
the top of the right hand column in the develop module, and will 
adjust sliders to make the image come alive. I now work from top 
to bottom, starting with white balance correction (if needed).
I usually test each slider to see if they can help. If they can’t I leave 
them alone and continue working down to the next slider. Small 
adjustments of each slider can have a big impact on your image, 
so don’t go overboard.

If you want to compare your current adjustments against the 
original image a quick press on the backslash key (usually located 
above the right “Enter” key) will let you toggle back and forth.
From here you can either print or export your final image. To 

Lighting your foreground helps to balance your 
composition, shows the beauty of the location you’re 

shooting in and reduces noise levels by adding a small 
amount of light to the shadow areas of your image. 

© Ron Risman

Original image before post processing has been applied. 
© Ron Risman

Post processing can bring out beautiful image detail in the 
night sky. © Ron Risman
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export I usually jump back to the Library module’s grid view by pressing “G” on the keyboard. Click “Export” on the lower 
left corner and a Export box will open. Under “Export Location” I select the folder where I want to export the image and click 
“Export.” Lightroom will export the file as a JPEG image to the folder location you selected. You can also scroll down before 
exporting and change the images export size, quality, add sharpening, watermarks, and so on.

NOTE: If you use Lightroom to work on JPEG images shot in RAW+JPEG mode, turn on “Treat JPEG Files Next To Raw Files 
As Separate Photos” in Preferences; otherwise Lightroom will only load in the RAW versions.

Capturing Star Trails 
Single Timed Exposure
With film cameras, star trails photographs were usually captured 
in a single timed exposure that might have lasted anywhere from 
15 minutes to well over an hour. Today with digital photography 
the single exposure method isn’t really the best solution since 
sensors introduce hot pixels as they heat up, and a 60 minute 
exposure can really make for a noisy image. If you turned on Long 
Exposure Noise Reduction in the camera – then the camera would 
take a second 60-minute exposure immediately after the first 
exposure and would help to remove most, if not all, of these hot 
pixels. But who wants to wait two hours to find out if something 
was set wrong?
 

Intervalometers are available wired or wireless and are not expensive. This model is made by Satechi.

Interval Exposure
Since digital cameras make it affordable to shoot hundreds of shots, the best way to capture star trails is 
to use an intervalometer and set it up to shoot sequential images using the same settings used to capture 
the first image. Once you have checked the focus, composition, and exposure of the first image, the 
intervalometer will trigger each subsequent image using those same camera settings. Once the images are 
captured you can bring them into a free programs such as StarStax, (see RESOURCES for links) which 
will stack the images and turn them into a star trail photograph.
 

Setting up a Star Trail Shot
With a wide-angle lens attached, set up your camera so that it faces 
the North Star (Polaris). I use an application called Sky Guide to 
help me locate objects in the night sky. Keeping Polaris near the 
middle of the frame will help to create a near-perfect circular star 
trail effect (as shown above). 
If you aim away from Polaris you’ll get straighter trails or lines 
that bend near the corners of the image. Different camera angles 
will provide for different looks. © Ron Risman

Executing the shot
Set up your camera the same as you would for a standard night sky photograph (30-second shutter speed, f/2.8 aperture, ISO 
2500-3200, manually focused and with the White Balance of your choice).

I normally set the intervalometer to take a photo every 35 seconds. Assuming I set the camera’s shutter speed to 30 seconds 
this would give the camera 5 extra seconds to write the image to the memory card and prepare for the next shot. I also set the 
intervalometer to 60 minutes, which will provide a nice star trail effect when stacked using StarStax. Over this hour your camera 

Capturing star trails is another fun way to illustrate the 
rotation of earth in a photograph. © Ron Risman
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will capture just over 100 images, so you’ll want to make sure your memory card is large enough. If not, you can always set your 
RAW dimensions to a smaller size (M-RAW, S-RAW) so that they take up less room on the card.

Using StarStax 
StarStax accepts .jpg and .tif files so you must either export your 
RAW files from Lightroom or shoot RAW+JPEG and use the 
JPEG images for creating trails in StarStax.

Open StarStax and drag in the folder that holds your JPEG 
sequence. The right panel of StarStax (Preferences) is where you 
select how the program ‘stacks’ your images. In the blending panel 
I normally select “Gap filling” and turn on Comet Mode.  

Now click on the “Start Processing” icon (4th one over from the 
top left) and the program will stack the images into a star trail 
photograph. A 100 image set should take approximately 30 seconds 

to process. To save the star trail photograph select “File – Save As” from the top menu and save the image to a folder on your 
computer’s hard drive.

I hope this article helps you get started with astrophotography. If you have any questions use the Comments section below or 
contact me on Facebook and I’ll be happy to answer them.
RESOURCES
Best Paper For Printing Star Images
Red River Photo Metallic Inkjet Paper. Click HERE to learn more.
Free Image Stacking Applications:
StarStax
Deep Sky Stacker
Star Trails

About Ron Risman
Ron Risman is an award-winning cinematographer and founder of Timelapse Workshops. His client list includes Land Rover, 
Liberty Mutual, Restoration Hardware, itteQ! Japan, Scorpion Helmets, Revit! Sports International, Berklee College of Music, 
FOX CT News, and WFTV-9 Orlando. Ron’s work can also be seen in the Emmy award winning film “National Parks Symphony 
– The Mighty Five”, and in the HBO Documentary “The Crash Reel.”

Ron’s upcoming workshops include a 3-day advanced “night-sky” timelapse workshop in Moab, Utah from May 22-26, 2017 
and a 4-day motion control timelapse workshop from May 26-31 2017. You can get more information about his workshops at:

RESOURCES
Light Pollution Map: Dark Site Finder
Milky Way Data for Desktop Computers: The Photographer’s Ephemeris and Stellarium

About Ron Risman
Ron Risman is an award-winning cinematographer and founder of Timelapse Workshops. His client list includes Land Rover, 
Liberty Mutual, Restoration Hardware, itteQ! Japan, Scorpion Helmets, Revit! Sports International, Berklee College of Music, 
FOX CT News, and WFTV-9 Orlando. Ron’s work can also be seen in the Emmy award winning film “National Parks Symphony 
– The Mighty Five”, and in the HBO Documentary “The Crash Reel.”

Ron’s upcoming workshops include a 3-day advanced “night-sky” timelapse workshop in Moab, Utah from May 22-26, 2017 
and a 4-day motion control timelapse workshop from May 26-31 2017. You can get more information about his workshops at: 
TimelapseWorkshops.com

Contact Ron at: Facebook: http://www.Facebook.com/risman
To see more of his work visit these sites: Instagram: http://www.instagram.com/timeographer
Vimeo: Vimeo.com/Risman
Portfolio Site: RonRisman.com
500px: https://500px.com/timeographer
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Intervalometers are available wired or wireless and are not expensive. This model is made by Satechi. Interval Exposure
http://www.markus-enzweiler.de/StarStaX/StarStaX.html
http://deepskystacker.free.fr/english/
http://startrails.de/
http://darksitefinder.com/maps/world.html
http://photoephemeris.com/
http://www.stellarium.org/
TimelapseWorkshops.com
http://www.Facebook.com/risman
Instagram: http://www.instagram.com/timeographer
Vimeo.com/Risman
RonRisman.com
https://500px.com/timeographer
http://blog.redrivercatalog.com/
http://blog.redrivercatalog.com/category/red_river_paper
http://blog.redrivercatalog.com/category/photography
http://blog.redrivercatalog.com/category/printing
http://blog.redrivercatalog.com/category/imaging

